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Wood Cottage, on high ground two miles west of Holmfirth, was initially built about 1700 as a fire and security
lookout building for a tract of local forestry, then in Victorian times was much modified and expanded to become
the Wood Cottage Hotel, moorland licensed premises, and a guest house. In 1929 Holmfirth UDC bought the
property to protect its water undertaking nearby, though ownership seems to have passed quickly to Mr Quarmby
Shaw.

The Victorian Wood Cottage Hotel, as shown on an early twentieth-century postcard.
The weather-boarded extension to the right did not survive into YHA times (author’s collection)

The placing of a hostel here was first discussed by YHA’s West Yorkshire Region in September 1933, the
Association’s third year, and the hostel opened exactly a year later. Originally known as Harden Moss hostel, it was
in the early days an adopted property, with the regional group receiving a proportion of the overnight fee and the
owner, Mr Shaw, the remainder. The proportion was usually 1d or 2d to YHA in every shilling. Initially he proposed
using the second floor for ramblers, but would also provide meals – and a dance room.
At first accommodation was limited to beds for eight men and eight women. There was a sitting room with tiled
fireplace and a piano. Near the dining room was a kitchen with a blackleaded oven and paraffin cooker. Paraffin also
provided the lighting; there was no gas or electricity supply. In the basement was the members’ kitchen, while milk
was kept in the ‘wine cellar’. A large shed was provided for bikes. At the end of the first year it was noted that indoor
toilets and wash basins were needed.
Shortly after the opening, Bertha Gough of YHA Merseyside Region paid the Harden Moss establishment a visit,
and noted in her YHA diary for 19th-20th January 1935:
We went to the hostel at Holmfirth. This was a very queer hostel. Connie and I slept on beds which had been
made out of half-cartwheels with just wire nailed on, with the result that we kept falling in a ball to the middle. It
was also in a loft with a current of air blowing straight through holes in the wall, which was decidedly draughty!
Still, we were getting hardened to queer hostels and quite enjoyed it. The self-cooking place here was in a cellar
where one could hardly see anything.
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By 1937 the establishment had expanded slightly. YHA’s Durham and Yorkshire Regional Guide of that year
advertised:

A detailed internal report of December 1938 described the trade at the hostel as very small, though it was regarded as
working satisfactorily. Only a few hundred stayed each year in the pre-war period.
The hostel was closed, apparently permanently, by Mr Shaw in 1940, though a national YHA notice of October in
that year advised that the hostel was still operating, as did another of April 1941. Only 67 bednights were registered
during that year, however, and the YHA lost the use of the place for the remainder of the war.
It reopened after hostilities in 1945, and was purchased freehold for YHA by means of a Ministry of Education
grant. The property was vested in the YHA Trust on 22nd August1945.

A cheerful picture of post-war times at Holmfirth hostel. Hostellers’ clothing at the time was both functional and fashionable;
men wore leather bomber jackets and battledress; women chose from coats, shorter skirts, shorts and even nylon stockings
(YHA Archive)

The purchase gave the YHA’s legions of volunteers the impetus to expand the hostel, and by 1946 there were beds
for 18 men and 16 women. The hostel was now wardened by Mr and Mrs Arthur and Ada Jessop from nearby
Meltham, who provided meals. The expansion in post-war membership and hostel provision resulted in much
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enhanced usage for a few years, overnights rising to almost 3,000 in 1948 before dropping to about half that number
a decade later. Capacity expanded to three dormitories, for up to 20 men, and three more for women. The bedrooms
were given local names such as Harden Moss, West Nab and Castle Hill. Mr and Mrs C Kay took over the running
of the hostel in 1949, and from about 1951 Mr and Mrs Jack O’Grady became the long-term wardens, holding the
reins for about 17 years up to the hostel’s closure, though Mrs O’Grady took over for the final four.
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These images from the YHA Archive are a fine tribute to the work of countless YHA volunteers, especially after the war. Here,
members of Huddersfield Sub-Regional Group Working Parties are refurbishing the hostel, probably during the 1959 overhaul.
1: ‘Girls are Equally as Useful as Boys’ is the well-intentioned if somewhat condescending caption for the renovation of the old
basement members’ kitchen; 2&3: while a work-party member helps construct a new porch, others provide back-up services;
4: ‘Engineers turn into concreters’ (on the Wood Cottage Porch).
E Mellor is named on these photographs; perhaps he was the working party overseer
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Throughout the 1950s YHA local groups from Huddersfield and Barnsley adopted the hostel almost as their own
project and hideaway, and performed prodigious feats of refurbishment when make-do-and-mend was the only
means of providing hostel accommodation. The 1954 annual report described how the cost of connecting
Holmfirth to the grid would have been exorbitant; instead, the warden and his family were constructing a minor
hydro-electric system which, with the addition of the recently erected wind generator, would help to brighten the
hostel considerably. In an act of voluntary service typical of the time, two young Bradford apprentices worked every
weekend for several months over the winter of 1957-58 to fit Wood Cottage with electricity. The region’s officers
rejoiced that the days (and nights) of candles and paraffin would end.
In 1960 a new fire escape had been installed and Barnsley District Group helped the O’Gradys with internal
decorations and improvements to the old basement Members’ Kitchen. Just about the final act of modernisation
came between then and 1963 with the replacement of the dungeon kitchen by a new prefabricated building attached
to the right of the house, where the original hotel timber ballroom annexe had stood. This was aided by a donation
of £25 from Holmfirth Round Table to defray the £300 cost. Construction was progressing with working parties in
1962; the new facility was ready in 1963.
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1: a delightful study of the hostel in the early post-war period. Perhaps the Vauxhall saloon was the
warden’s own, or a regional officer’s – members would not have been welcome to bring their own vehicle;
2: location map from the 1947 Regional Guide (YHA Archive)

About 1965 the hostel became the centre for the local Mountain Rescue team. Nevertheless, with the decline of the
local group clientele that was a mark of the late 1950s for YHA after the post-war boom, usage remained
disappointingly stuck around the 1,500 bednights per year mark, and the hostel closed in August 1968 as it was too
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much of a financial burden to the new Yorkshire Region of the YHA. The property was quickly sold, on 19th
November of that year, to a Thomas Martin, who opened Martin’s Tea Rooms here for a time.

The final version of Holmfirth youth hostel, at some time after the building of the prefabricated members’ kitchen on the
right of the property in 1963. Other developments were the provision of a rudimentary fire escape ladder from a second
floor window onto the roof of the post-war porch, though the path of progress to ground level from there is not so clear.
The porch had by now been rebuilt into a more sold structure, perhaps with the fire escape development in mind (YHA Archive)

The property is now run as the Holmfirth Boarding Kennels and Cattery by Mr and Mrs Saunders, who have kindly
provided much of this information. By the twenty-first century, both the porch and the 1963 kitchen have been
demolished, while there has been expansion of the building in other areas. The house retains many original Victorian
features, however.
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The Holmfirth Youth Hostel stamp, framed by two of the one-inch pin badges that were so popular with young hostellers
in the 1950s and 1960s (author’s collection)
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